I understand that in order to obtain the best possible outcome in enhancing my academic capabilities as a student athlete responsibility, I must adhere to the “Study Hall rules and guidelines”.

Furthermore, I understand that any violation of the rules and guidelines set forth may restrict my participation in future study hall use and that as a result may jeopardize my continued eligibility as a Student-Athlete.

Please note: your signature will acknowledged your receipt of a copy of the “Study Hall Rules and Guidelines”

NAME: _______________________________________________________________________________

PLEASE PRINT

SIGNATURE: __________________________________________________________________________

STUDENT-ATHLETE

DATE: _____________________________

A copy of the Study Hall Rules and Guideline will be reviewed and provided you during the Student-Athletes Academic Eligibly meeting. Moreover, it is also available for view either on Blackboard and/or on the ASSA webpage. Student-athletes are required to comply with these specific standards.

ASSA reserves the right to modify or amend this policy. The Office of ASSA should be consulted for clarifications of the provisions of this policy.